
APPENDIX I

WOLFBREED (2009)

Plot Summary

1239 AD. Victory of the Teutonic Order is under orders of Church for
spread of Christianity against Prusans. Story begins in the city of Johannisburg,
where there is a prison located in a fortress. A new guard is assigned to guard one
detention cell in that place. Another guard tells him that whatever happens to a
prisoner in that prison, don't do anything, even look at him. Not long after, a girl
groaned, begging for water. A new guard tries to ignore her, but her sound continues,
longer, her voice loses its strength and can not be heard again. A new guard is
worried about a prisoner's condition and finally, he enters and brings her a cup of
water. He is surprised, a prisoner is a girl with red hair and green eyes, with chained
legs made of silver. A new guard panic and tries to help this girl. After that, another
guard shouts at a new guard to get out of cell immediately. But it is too late, a green-
eyed girl turned into a huge wolf with sharp claws and fangs. A werewolf attacks a
new guard until he is dying. Other guards rush to close door, but it is impossible
because a prison key is on the body of new guard and a werewolf manages to escape.

Outside walls of Johannisburg, a young hunter who is hunting rabbits to
fulfill his needs, Uldolf, an orphan living with a poor peasant family outside city of
Johannisburg. He lives with a farmer and his wife with their daughter whom Uldolf
considers his own younger sister. After some time hunting, he rests downstream near
walls of Johannisburg. While at the river, he is surprised that he finds a girl passed
out by river. A mysterious girl has red hair with several wounds covers in mud all
over her body. Seeing this incident, Uldolf brings a girl to his house. He tries to lift a
girl and cover her with his robe. When he at home, Uldolf's mother, Burthe, is
surprised that he brings a girl who is covered with wounds. Luckily she is a nurse
who knows very little about medicine. Immediately she takes him in to treat her.
Burthe is surprised to find that this girl can endure some injuries. After several days
of treatment, A girl's condition continues to improve. Burthe is surprised by this
girl's rapid recovery. Not long after, she recovers, but she does not want to speak and
just remains silent. One time, she wakes up at night and cries. Uldolf's sister, Hilde
realizes this and approaches him. She cries and hugs Hilde when she approaches
Hilde. A mysterious girl considers Hilde as her friend and calls Hilde with Rose.
Hilde tries to calm him down and she asks for a girl's name. She tells Hilde that her
name is Lilly. While eating together, Uldolf's father, Gedim asks Uldolf about this
girl and Uldolf does not know anything about her. Gedim assumes that she is an



important person and Order is looking for. Because of pity for this girl and she has
not fully recovered from her wounds, Gedim also let her stay with him but to avoid
suspicion, they change Lilly's hair color to blonde.

One day, food reserves run low and they need food to meet their daily needs.
Seeing that Lilly feels guilty. In the morning, Hilde wakes up and is surprised that
Lilly is not in her bed. Hilde looks for Lilly and sees Lilly standing outside. When
they approach Lilly, they are surprised that in front of Lilly is an elk carcass with
deep claw wounds. They are all curious about what Lilly has found. Then, they all
decide to take an elk carcass to home to provide them with food reserves. Before
long, rumors circulate that enormous wild beasts are surrounding the fortress of
Johannisburg.

Some time passed, Lilly has recovers even though she still has trouble
speaking and doesn't remember her past. Working in Uldolf’s fields has been helped
since Lilly's existence. One day, there is an accident that happens to Uldolf and Lilly
comes to help him. When helping Uldolf, for a moment Lilly's memory returns,
makes Lilly frightened and run to the Forest. It starts to rain. Gedim knowing this
and tells Uldolf to bring Lilly back.

During the forest, Lilly cries in fear between trees. After walking into forest,
Lilly meets a group of Teutonic Order soldiers. Soldiers ask Lilly why she is here.
But because of seeing Lilly's beauty, there is sexual attraction towards Lilly. Then,
Lilly has tied to a tree and soldiers takes off all of Lilly's clothes. Lilly is very scared
to see a group of men who are about to rape her, and finally, Lilly transforms back
into werewolf form and attacks a group of soldiers. When Uldolf follows Lilly's trail
into forest, he is suddenly shocked to see footprints of Teutonic Order soldiers.
Uldolf worries that Lilly will be caught by soldiers. Shortly thereafter, Uldolf
discovers a familiar shard of iron from an armor of Order's knight. Then Uldolf
hears a sound of soldiers screaming. Uldolf finds some of the same claw marks as
wounds on an elk carcass around his farm. Uldolf tries to get closer to source of a
sound in fear. But he sees a few soldiers of Order slaughtered by these beasts. Then
he finds Lilly naked next to pile of corpses and Uldolf takes her. Rain is getting
heavier and they can't go home. They finally find shelter in a cave until raining
stopped. Then they back home safely.

A few days later, leader of Order's soldiers, Ernhard receives a report from a
survivor of an incident in the forest, decides to find and arrest Lilly. Uldolf decides
to go to town of Johannisburg to find out what is going on about Lilly and rumors of
a roaming beast. When Uldolf is leaves, a group of Order troops comes to Gedim's



house to take them all to Johannisburg. Lilly hides when soldiers arrives, but under
pressure, Lilly runs off to catch up with Uldolf. Lilly leaves for Johannisburg
disguised as a passenger in a Caravan. Lilly meets Uldolf in town and lives together
at the inn.

When Gedim and his family reach the city, they all gathered together with
other Prusans. Prusan crowds is surrounded by Order's numerous knights. One of
knights asks Gedim about a woman with red hair. But he replies that he doesn't
know. But a knight doesn't believe it and leaves him. Another one asks Hilde about
her family. Hilde is an innocent girl and forces to name her family members and say
Lilly is with her. Then Order Knights decide to arrest entire Gedim family and force
him to tell where Lilly is.

Seeing a large number of soldiers gathered, Uldolf tries to get out from
walls of Johanisburg. But guards is very tight. Uldolf looks suspicious with a
woman covered in a hood. Then, they find out that that girl is Lilly. Uldolf who tries
to protect Lilly, is knocked back by one of knights. Not accepting seeing this
incident Lilly transforms into a werewolf and saves Uldolf from knights. Knowing
that Lilly can turn into a werewolf, he is afraid, and at the same time, his memory
about his past returns, and he remembers everything about Lilly who has killed his
entire family in the past. Lilly tries to apologize for past events because it is all an
order from her master, Ernhard. Uldolf learns that Gedim and others are captured by
Order. As Lilly's apology for causing trouble, Lilly offers herself in exchange for
Uldolf family's freedom.

The next day, Uldolf comes to Order headquarters with Lilly. Initially
according to what is planned, but Order cheating them. Order knows that Uldolf is
son of Medjan tribe’s chief whom Order has previously defeated. Uldolf can't
possibly have catch Lilly alone. They capture Uldolf and set them on fire amid other
Prusans. When arson sentence began, entire Uldolf family is tied to log, including
Lilly. A bishop is present at this incident and argues that it is Uldolf who protects a
beast. Then punishment begins and Uldolf is burned first. When fire is lit, everyone
present bowed and prayed. At the same time, Lilly manages to escape from silver
ties and chains that bounded on her. Lilly turns into a werewolf and ruins an event.
At that moment, Prusan crowds rebels against Teutonic order. Frightened, a bishop
leaves with several troops and takes Hilde to top of the fort. Lilly also saves Gedim
and Burthe, then Uldolf. Then she goes up upstairs to save Hilde. Many of Order's
troops die when they face Lilly and many of them surrender to rebels. Lilly moves
fast and finally, she can save Hilde. Then, a building that caught fire makes it fragile,



then collapsed. Everyone has left a building including Gedim, Burthe, and Uldolf.
Lilly is still on roof of a building, jumps off from roof before collapsing, hugging
Hilde tightly. Lilly and Hilde manage to survive even though Lilly is unconscious
due to injuries and tires from her transformation.

Six months have passed since that incident. City is free from church rule,
and all Prusans can freely enter a city. Lilly is recovered from previous incident and
lives together with Uldolf. Lilly and Uldolf leave to the lake where two of them first
met. Lilly gives Uldolf a silver knife and asks him to kill her. But Uldolf doesn't
want to. He throws away a dagger, then Uldolf says that He has forgiven Lilly and
they love each other.

- The End-



APPENDIX II

ELFEN LIED (2002)

Plot Summary

At diclonious research site, on an isolated island in Kamakura, Japan. A girl
escapes from her prison cell due to a fault of a guard who gets too close to her. A
girl is Lucy, the first diclonious who has psychokinesis ability in form of transparent
hands (vectors) and has a pair of horns on her head. Using this ability, Lucy slays
troops that stand in her way to escape. Upon reaching edge of island, Lucy is hit by
a gunshot and falls into the sea.

Next day, Kouta and his cousin, Yuka, are walking together in the beach.
They meet Lucy with a wounded head and naked body. Lucy can only speak 'Nyu'
and act like a child. When they see this situation, Kouta and Yuka decide to take
Lucy to their house. Lucy is cared for by both of them until she recovers, but she
remains like a child. One time, Lucy broke a seashell, Kouta's younger sister's
heritage, and it causes Kouta to be furious with her. Lucy leaves house and runs to
the beach. While on the beach, she meets Bando and his troops who are assigned to
capture Lucy by scientists. When Bando manages to corner Lucy, Lucy's memory
returns and allows her to use her abilities. In an instant, Bando is defeated and
seriously injured, but Lucy's memory is lost again that causes her to return to a way
she is before. Seeing injured Bando, Lucy runs away to another corner of the beach.
Not long after, Kouta finds Lucy and brings her back to her house.

Kurama, one of a scientists who research diclonius, is disappointed by news
of Bando's failure to bring Lucy back. Then he gives orders to Nana to bring back
Lucy. Nana is a doclonius just like Lucy and she thinks of Kurama as her father. She
receives an order to bring Lucy back to a research site.

After a battle on the beach, Lucy lives happily with Kouta and Yuka in their
house. One day, Lucy's memory returns and causes her abilities to return. She wants
to kill Kouta, but she remembers her past with Kouta, and she decides to leave house.
While alone in a place, Lucy meets Nana who asks her to follow her. But Lucy
refuses to follow and a fight ensues. Fighting is fierce and ends in a draw, but
suddenly, Mayu comes to stop them both. Lucy takes advantage of this situation to
attack Nana and Nana loses. Kurama and his troops come to help Nana, but Nana is
already in a terrible condition and fatally injured. Seeing a group of troops, Lucy
escapes from Kurama and his troops into the forest. While in the Forest, Lucy's
memory loses again, she returns to how she is before again, and she returns to



Kouta's house. Once at home, Kouta is surprised because Lucy is full of wounds, but
she couldn't speak out where wounds come from because of Lucy's condition.

A few days later, Kouta attends college with Yuka. She can't leave Lucy
alone at home, so Lucy comes with them. While on campus, one of teachers,
Professor Kakuzawa, recognizes Lucy and tells Kouta that Lucy is an acquaintance
of his who disappeared from home. Professor Kakuzawa is one of a scientists who
research diclonious with Kurama. With a heavy heart, Kouta hands Lucy over to
Kakuzawa and back home. After that Kakuzawa doing some research on Lucy and
causes Lucy's memory to return. Instantly Lucy kills Kakuzawa and leaves his lab.

Kouta still thinking about Lucy, decides to return to Kakuzawa's lab. But
Kouta is surprised that Kakuzawa has death. Seeing Kakuzawa's corpse, Kouta
decides to go and look for Lucy. After a few places, Kouta finally meets Lucy at a
place. Lucy refuses to return with Kouta because she is worried that she will hurt
Kouta if she is with him. Then Lucy wants to tell Kouta that she has killed Kouta's
father and sister in the past. When she is about to speak, suddenly Lucy's condition
returned. Kouta and Yuka decide to bring Lucy back home.

Nana's failure to bring Lucy makes Kurama order Mariko, Kurama's
daughter, and a diclonious, to bring Lucy back. Because Mariko is disobedient,
Kurama plants a bomb on Mariko's body that would explode if Mariko violates an
order. After recovering from her injuries, Nana stays with Kouta to watch over Lucy.
Nana senses Mariko's arrival and goes to stop Mariko. Nana meets with Mariko and
forbids her to take Lucy by force because Nana is feared that Lucy will regain her
memory back. Mariko ignores warnings which causes her to fight with Nana.

Kouta worried that Nana doesn't return home and decides to look for Nana
somewhere around. Lucy and Yuka go with Kouta to look for Nana. Later, Lucy
finds Nana who is injured due to losing to Mariko. Seeing Lucy coming, Kurama's
troops immediately catch Lucy. But Lucy's memory comes back again and causes
Lucy to successfully escape from Kurama's troops. Kurama orders Mariko to catch
Lucy and a fight happens. Lucy is suspicious of one of a person who bring a phone
that orders Mariko to fight. A phone is lighter to activate a bomb in Mariko's body.
Instantly Lucy snatches a phone and smashes it. It causes Bomb in Mariko's body to
explode and kill her. Due to an explosion, Lucy's memory is lost again and causes
her condition to return. Nana explains to Kurama about Lucy's condition and she
promises to Kurama that if Lucy's memory comes back, Nana will kill her. Then,
Nana and Lucy meet up with Kouta, then they back home.



Kurama is depressed because of he loss his daughter and causes him to be
alone in the forest. An incident that happens to Mariko is heard by Chief Kakuzawa,
professor Kakuzawa's father. Then sent Nousou, one of diclonius researchers to
bring Lucy back to him. Nousou bring four diclonius girls with him.

A few days later, Nousou and his troops broke into Kouta's house using a
helicopter. Nana tries to block them, but she is defeated and injures by attacks of
Diclonius Nousou's army. Everyone in Kouta's house is successfully arrested, but a
dog suddenly attacks one of a troop that are holding Kouta and makes Kouta escape
troops. Then, Kouta takes out a gun, points it at Nousou, and threatened him. But
someone from afar shoots Kouta and injures him. Seeing that incident makes Lucy
angry and allows her to use her abilities. Lucy's anger kills many of Nousou's troops
and causes him to retreat. Seeing what Lucy does, Kouta remembers who Lucy is
and he hates Lucy. Lucy goes out to protect them and fights with four Diclonius
girls under Nousou. But unfortunately, four girls are defeat, and they all died. Then,
suddenly Lucy receives an attack from a distance which causes her to become
unconscious. Lucy is brought back to the research site, on an isolated island again in
Kamakura.

Lucy is restrained and handcuffed so as not to escape. She is arrested in an
underground place, on an isolated island. Lucy meets Chief Kakuzawa who asks her
to eliminate human race that hates Diclonius race. However, Lucy refuses a request.
Chief Kakuzawa orders a diclonius monster to force Lucy to do his bidding, but
Lucy can defeat that monster and kill Chief Kakuzawa. Lucy is angry, destroys the
island. Destruction causes floor of building above it to collapse so that seawater
entered. Not long after, the isolated island disappears due to drowning in the deep
sea. Lucy manages to survive by boarding a small boat and anchors on shore earlier.
Lucy is surprised to see Kouta lying on wall with a wound on his stomach that is
worsening due to his body movements. Lucy wants to take Kouta back to hospital
but Kouta refuses. He wants to go with Lucy somewhere to talk. They go to a tower
to talk about their past. Lucy admits her actions and she regrets all she does. Kouta
also forgives her on one condition that Lucy should not use that ability again. Lucy
agrees and promises to Kouta. Then Kouta's condition worsens and Lucy seeks help.

While descending from a tower, Lucy meets Kurama with a gun in his hand.
Kurama shoots Lucy with a gun, but Lucy manages to dodge and cut off Kurama's
hand. Kouta sees this incident and makes him hate Lucy again. Lucy, who regrets
having done that, feels silent and cried. Then Kurama shoots Lucy again with his
gun, but Kouta blocks a shot and makes him injured. Seeing this incident, Lucy is



furious and destroys a whole place around her. Disaster provokes military to kill
Lucy and prevents disaster from getting worse. But Lucy can repel all attacks from
military and destroy many planes and warships sent to stop her. Lucy tries to heal
bleeding that happens to Kouta and blocks incoming attack. But in middle of that
effort, Lucy's body melted because she using too much power.

After a while, when Lucy's vector has subsided, bleeding on Kouta's body
healed and he regains consciousness. Kouta is surprised that a wounds on his body
have completely disappeared. He is surprised to see Lucy's melted due to her power.
Kouta also wrappers Lucy's fragile body with his jacket to protect her. Shortly after,
military troops come to capture Lucy. Kouta stubbornly refuses to hand over Lucy.
Then Lucy loses control of her powers and slaughters all troops that have ambushed
her. Two shadow figures of Lucy appear in front of Kouta and asks Kouta to kill
him. Kouta can't even do that because he loves Lucy so much. Two shadows ask
Kouta to remember a promise he creates with her in the past. Kouta promises Lucy
that if she loses control and kills people again, Lucy wants Kouta to kill him with his
hands. With a heavy heart and tears, seeing Lucy who is in so much pain, finally,
Kouta kills Lucy with a gun to end her suffering.

After that incident, Kouta always waits for Lucy in the forest where they
first met. Lucy promises Kouta that she will always be waiting for him at that place.
Several years later, Kouta marries Yuka and has a daughter. Kouta still feels regret
for what has happened to Lucy. Kouta often visits forest and still hopes for Lucy to
come. Until one day, Kouta and his daughter find a letter in a bottle. A letter is
Lucy's letter which has been addressed to Kouta. A letter said that Kouta has
reunited with Lucy and she wants to make a wedding ring from a stone that Kouta
has given to her in the past. Then Kouta cries and has happy that he can finally meet
Lucy again even though it is only a letter from her. -The End-



APPENDIX III

S.A Swann

Biography

Steven Andrew Swann or S.A Swann is the pen name used by Steven
Swiniarski for every work he has written. He is a fantasy, science-fiction, and horror
novelist, born on September 1, 1996, in Cleveland, United States. Until now, Steven
still lives in Cleveland with his beloved wife. He is an animal lover because he has
three cats, two dogs, a pair of goats, and a horse.

Steven studies at Cleveland State University majoring in mechanical
engineering. But he does not finish his education and prefers to become a novelist.
Steven has worked in various fields in public agencies such as as a lab assistant,
accountant, pension fund manager, and database manager at Cleveland's largest
private child services agency. In his spare time, Steven prefers to use his time to
write or spend his time in his fields.

Until now, Steven has written more than 20 literary works, and his work
entitled 'Prophets' is nominated for the Philip K Dick Award 2009. Some of Steven's
other famous works are the three novel trilogies with titles Moreau/Confederacy,
Forests of the Night, and Apotheosis Trilogy. Steven's works in fantasy genres such
as Dragons & Dwarves and novel The Flesh, the Blood, and the Fire for horror
genres. Swann's work is an attraction for lovers of fantasy, science-fiction, and
horror novels.



APPENDIX IV

Lynn Okamoto

Biography

Lynn Okamoto is a manga artist from Japan. He is born on January 6, 1970,
in Perfectur Wakayama, Tokyo. Okamoto is an introvert and is reluctant to share his
daily life with his fans. One of Okamoto's famous manga is Elfen Lied manga which
received an anime adaptation series from studio ARMS in 2004.

Okamoto has worked for Arc Work Systems as a part-timer and participated
in development of Windows games from the Sailor Moon series while still a student.
He has been able to achieve his dream as one of the employees of Bandai and in the
position of assistant for the planning of the puzzle game Sailor Moon. He gives up
on this position when he graduated from university and instead starts his career as a
manga artist. Besides Elfen Lied, some of Okamoto's works are published in Weekly
Young Jump magazine, Shueisha is Nononono (2007), Brynhildr in the Darkness
(2012), Kimi wa Midara na Boku no Joō (2012), and Parallel Paradise (2017).


